Abstract-Inside the sets of data, hidden knowledge can be acquired by using neural network. These knowledge are described within topology, using activation function and connection weight at hidden neurons and output neurons. Is hardly to be understanding since neural networks act as a black box. The black box problem can be solved by extracting knowledge (rule) from trained neural network. Thus, the aim of this paper is to extract valuable information from trained neural networks using decision. Further, the Levenberg Marquardt algorithm was applied to training 30 networks for each datasets, using learning parameters and basis weights differences. As the number of hidden neurons increase, mean squared error and mean absolute percentage error decrease, and more time they need to deal with the dataset, that is result of investigation from neural network architectures. Decision tree induction generally performs better in knowledge extraction result with accuracy and precision level from 84.07 to 93.17 percent. The extracted rule can be used to explaining the process of the neural network systems and also can be applied in other systems like expert systems.
INTRODUCTION
The technique of prediction and pattern recognition applied with neural networks, commonly used by many researcher in the past twenty years ago until these days. However, the prediction accuracy of artificial neural networks (ANNs) is often higher than other method. A large number of studies have reported in the literature with reference that ANNs forecasting models provide the better performance [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, there are several limitations of ANNs. ANNs act as a black box [7] [8] [9] [10] which information stored in a set of weights and connections that provide no insights as how a task is performed.
Knowledge that acquire by ANNs are described within topology, using activation function and connection weight at hidden neurons and output neurons. In an ANNs with one hidden layer case, is hardly to described why neural network arrived with particular conclusion due to neural network's architecture complexities. Commonly, is hardly to figured out how a specific pattern become included to other parts of the class [11, 12] . Therefore, it is desirable to have a set of rules to explain how ANNs solves a problem based on given datasets.
In order hand, the models of regression and the classifiers can be generated and represented by data mining techniques, that is decision tree (DT), it take a tree form as a models, leaves represent class labels, and branches represent conjunctions of features that lead to those class labels. Moreover, DT learning algorithm is understandable in contrast to ANN's black box. DT is able to provide a solution that always convergent to classify the training set of the data correctly and also can be easily converted to if-then rules [13] . Rules can be easily to understand with a natural language and them also useful to explore the data by finding the hidden relationship between the numbers of input variables to a target variable. Since DT combines data exploration, and modelling, DT can used as a first step in the modelling process even when used as a final model of other technique [14] .
Extracting if-then rules is usually accepted as the best way of extracting the knowledge or information that represented in neural networks [15, 16] . In order to understand how ANNs accomplish the forecasting task and what is the information stored in trained ANNs. This paper aims to extract valuable information from trained neural networks in the form of "ifthen rules" by using decision tree. The extracted rule described the knowledge acquire by ANNs while learning from given datasets.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief introduction to neural networks. In Section 3, the methodology of the proposed model is described. Experimental results on the forecasting and knowledge extraction are given in Section 4. In Section 5, the whole work is concluded.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Step by Step on Designing ANNs Forecasting Model
The commonly misconceptions about neural network is representation of the artificial intelligence, which is capable to replacing the human brain. This concept can be dangerous.
Therefore, it's important to choose the right parameters in order to get the ANNs forecasting model with the best performance. Nelson and Illingworth [17] provide an overview of the eight steps on designing ANNs as forecasting model. The eight steps on designing ANNs as forecasting model are as follows:
The first step is: variable selection. In this step the researcher must determine the appropriate input variable that will be used. There are two kinds of data which is available in foreign exchange market: technical data and fundamental data. Technical data is a past price of forex, or indicator that calculated from past price. Fundamental data is intrinsic value of forex including economy and industry condition. Technical data is commonly used by researcher as inputs since it's easy to obtain. Inter market data can also be used as input variables since they have close relationship. This paper used technical data as the input variables.
The next step is data collection and it is critical aspect of research study. The inaccurate data collection can lead to invalid result of the study. However, the cost and availability of the data must be considered when collecting data. In the next step, the data pre-processed in order to minimize the noise, highlight important relationships, and detect the trend of the data. Then, the data divided into three sets: the training data set, the testing data set, and the validation data set (data which is out of sample). To learning the data pattern present in the neural network, we using data training set which is the largest data set. Evaluating the generalization ability in supposedly trained network, using testing data set which the data size range from certain amount, usually from 10% up to 30%. Since testing datasets have no effect on training and so provide an independent measure of network performance during and after training.
The next step is neural network architecture. In this steps, the researcher must defined ANN's architectures including the number of hidden layer, number of hidden neuron, number of output neurons, transfer function, etc. the parameter of designing the architecture in this study are describe as follows: 1. Number of hidden layer; ANNs with a single layer has had limitation in pattern recognition. However, its limitation can be overcome by adding one, or more hidden layers between the input and output layer. Although the use of more than one hidden layer spent a lot of time to training process being performed, it has more benefits for some cases. Generally people try a single hidden layer network first. Panchal et al. [18] outlined the behaviour analysis of multilayer perceptron; if the accuracy of the result is a critical factor for an application then the multiple hidden layers should use. 2. Number of hidden neuron; deciding the number of neurons in the hidden layer is an important part of ANN architecture since there is no exact number of the hidden neuron [19] . Using too few neurons in the hidden layer will result in under-fitting and over-fitting will occur when using too many neurons in the hidden layer. Therefore, this problem depends on experimental method to find the optimal number of neuron. This paper will examine the number of hidden neuron by perform several experiment in order to forecast foreign exchange. 3. Number of output neurons; deciding the number of output neuron is depending on the researcher or the requirement of the system. Kaastra and Boyd [20] outline that neural network with more than one output neuron will generate less accuracy result as compared to a network with one output. 4. Transfer function; transfer function or activation function is mathematical function that generates the outputs of the neuron based on its activation. Three activation function:
sigmoidal function, linear threshold function, and binary threshold function are the most commonly being used today. From neuron to another neuron, these three functions have own variant, inside the network itself. 5. The activation function that will be used in back propagation must meet several requirements, namely: continuous function, differentiable, and monotonic. The activation function which met these requirements and commonly used is sigmoid activation function. The next step is evaluation criteria. The statistical metrics are used in order to evaluate the network performance. The selection of the performance measurement may differ on each situations and problems [21, 22, 23] .
In the training process, neural network is trained by using time series data in order to capture the nonlinear characteristic of the data. These nonlinear characteristics are represented in set of weights between interconnected neurons. There are several parameters that must be defined before performing the training process, namely: iteration/epoch, learning rate, and momentum. This training parameter will be explained in the next section.
The last step is implementation. In this step, researcher tried to carry out the neural network design based on parameters that defined at previous steps. Neural network design can be implemented in neural network software or by coding the program but it takes so many time and resource to coding and experiment the network parameters. Commonly researcher using software which provides neural network function and the researcher can modify the function and the parameter.
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. Multilayer Feed Forward Back propagation
The data availability and value must be reconsidered when the researcher collecting the data for chosen variable [20] . The primary data must be obtainable from many resources despite that are hard to get from the vendors. Therefore, this study used technical data of foreign currency exchange rates which obtain from Meta Trader software. This paper used daily time series data of foreign currency exchange rates of European Euro (EUR), British Pound sterling (GBP), and Japanese Yen (JPY) against US Dollars (USD). The preliminary goal is to predict the next day of the forex rates. The period of the data that being used is from 2000 to 2012 daily exchange rates.
B. Research Frameworks
As shown in Fig. 1 , the experiment started with data collection contain of data type, variable selection, and data time frame. The pre-processing data are applied to checking for error by examining day to day changes, local consistency, missing observation, data normalization, and data division by 70/15/15 principle. The process can be divided into two stages: designing ANN forecasting model and DT for knowledge extraction. The first stage is neural network forecasting model. In this stage, the network was built based on parameter that defined in previous chapter. We also perform training and testing process experimentally in order to get the network with the best performance and then the performance will be evaluated. The trained network which provides the best prediction performance will be extracted by decision tree in the next stage (stage 2). In this stage, DT extracted the trained neural network by mapping input-output of the network directly. Neural network design can be implemented in neural network software or by coding the program but it will take so many time and resources to coding and experiment of the network parameters. Commonly researcher using software which provides neural networks function and the researcher can modify the function and the parameters. To implement the proposed model, this paper used two soft wares. They are MATLAB R2009a which used in the first stage to build ANN prediction model, and Rapid Miner 5 to extract the trained network.
C. Performance Measure
The selection of an error measure as a benchmark depends on each situation. By only using one error measure for evaluating the prediction performance, it does not show the behaviour of the prediction performance in a clear way [21, 22] . Therefore, the use of more than one performance measure should consider providing robust evaluation of the prediction result and achieving the desirable goal [24, 25] .
In order to evaluate the performance of the ANN model quantitatively and verify whether there is any underlying trend in performance of ANN models, this study used statistical analysis involving the Mean Squared Error (MSE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) and Directional Symmetry (DS). These error measures are defined in Table I , where Ai is the actual value and Fi is the forecast value. 
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Neural Network Forecasting Result
Exchange rate prediction with an unit of output, various hidden layers, and three different currencies was used to training a neural network model. Various factor numbers can bringing various result in weights final set at a network settlement (performance too), e.g., hidden neuron numbers, choosing the initial weights, and use of learning parameters differences while in training process. The Levenberg Marquardt (LM) training algorithm was applied to training 30 networks for each datasets, using learning parameters and basis weights differences.
The training was terminated by error tolerance with various hidden neuron number between 2 to 7. In the following section, showing in each currency from the network has yielding the best result was experimented before. The performance of prediction architecture neural network influences was researched on this paper too. The architecture of the network is denoted by 'i-h-o' and 'i-h1-h2-o', which i symbolize neuron variables in input layer, h symbolize neuron variables in hidden layer, and o symbolize neuron variables in output layer.
The best trial in-sample result from sample of training observed which containing the large one with 90 times of tracking, showing in Table II to Table IV . From this result can be clarified that MSE and MAPE values will decreased, when hidden neuron numbers are increased as well. This pattern is observed consistently in each level of the input neurons. the unwanted network. In addition the iteration numbers for each model keep increasing with the number of hidden neuron increasing. Such result shows that the more complex the neural network are, the more time they need to deal with the dataset, then and in data modeling, powerful network occurred while using more than one hidden neuron. It is being counted like that because the purpose a trained neural network is making MSE or RMSE value being minimized. Lacking at generalizing sector occurred, because in data pattern memorizing, ANN preference is to choosing observed single particular aspect not the common one, make it powerful network which it being.
We observe numbers of different pattern and architecture for the effect of the input node and the hidden neurons with MSE, RMSE, MAE, MAPE, and DS. RMSE and DS do not decrease in general as the number of hidden neuron increases within each level of input neuron. However, as the number of input neuron increase from 4 to 9, the MAE decreases from 8.519E-05 to 7.694E-05. We measure the performance metrics on the test data to investigate how well the neural network forecasting model captured the underlying trend of the movement of each currency against US Dollars. The results show that LM training algorithm generally perform better in term of all performance measures.
B. Knowledge Extraction
As the main objective in this paper to extract the knowledge from trained neural network with the best performance, only six networks that will be extracted with different input variable and different number of hidden layer. Table V show the trained neural network that will be extracted in order to obtain the stored information. Decision tree extracted rule from trained neural networks using C4.5 decision tree algorithm using the Rapid Miner software. For the decision tree induction, this study used the attribute from testing data but with their label determined by trained neural networks. A typical decision tree extracted from experiment in Table V is shown in Fig. 2 .
The most fundamental aspect of machine learning is evaluating the performance of the classification tree, because the indicators of efficiencies development for the results analysis quality rating are significant issues to knowledge discovery process. As mentioned before, as the result from that evaluating is generate a classification tree which is able to classifying the unseen sample, where the decision tree inducer get the input from a training set. Evaluation criteria can be used to evaluating the inducer and the classification tree. This evaluation is valuable to understand the classification tree quality and iterative process for parameters refined in the knowledge discovery.
Evaluating the classification trees prediction results can be using by several criteria. There are the confusion matrix is used as an indication of the properties of classification or discriminate rule (accuracy level), classifiers evaluation under limited resource (precision and recall), area under curves (AUC), and Cohen's kappa.
The results of decision tree induction from six different trained neural networks are shown in Table VI . The results show that C4.5 algorithm for decision tree inductions generally perform better. In term of accuracy, the best performance on tree induction is achieved by the network with architecture 4-4-1 and 6-6-5-1 with accuracy 86.34% and 84.07% respectively. In term of precision and recall the best performance achieved by the network with architecture 4-4-1 and 6-5-4-1 with value 91.46%, 93.17% and 81.97% respectively. The induction method in the decision tree is simply similar to induction rule method. The rule in decision tree can be formed by transforming each line from the root to the leaves, to formi ng the antecedent part, adding the test throughout the line, as the value of class using the leaf's class prediction. In figure 4 the can be formed like this: "the signal of the forex prices will UP when the low price is less than or equal to 1.317, and the high price higher than 1.319". To human user, the simplicity to understanding the result from this rule can be improved, and maybe the accuracy too [26] . Fig. 5 shows the rule result of the extracted decision tree from trained neural network.
Because this application more simple to understand, many decisions makers use the decision tree method while it is lack in complexity. In order hand the accuracy this tree complexity has crucial effect, Breiman et al. [27] . Employed pruning method and stopping criteria used to controlling explicitly which is the complexity meaning.
V. CONCLUSION
Neural network are often viewed as black boxes, while their predictive accuracy is high, one usually cannot understand why a particular outcome is predicted. ANNs do not provide a solution that easily to understand since the relationship between input-output is not clear. Therefore, this paper attempts to open up these black boxes by extracting the stored knowledge (rule) from trained neural network using decision tree.
We perform training and testing process experimentally in order to get the network with the best performance and then the performances are evaluated. The results show that as the number of hidden neurons increase, MSE and MAPE decrease. This pattern is observed consistently in each number of the input neurons. C4.5 algorithm for decision tree induction generally performs better. In term of accuracy, the best performance on tree induction is achieved by the network with architecture 4-4-1 and 6-6-5-1 with accuracy 86.34% and 84.07% respectively. In term of precision and recall the best performance is achieved by the network with architecture 4-4-1 and 6-5-4-1 with value 91.46%, 93.17% and 81.97% respectively.
This study purpose is to describing by using decision tree that knowledge could be extracted with neural network training, not to make impression concerning function of activation networks, or getting basis knowledge concerning the problem domain. The extracted rule can be used to explaining the process of the neural network systems and also the expert systems can use the extracted rule too. However, this study limited only to specific task that is forecasting foreign exchange. By adding new foreign exchange data will lead to looping task, we need to re-train the network model and reextract the result in order to obtain the new rules.
Knowledge extraction from trained neural network is a research area that still promising for researchers to discover or to improve the model. The key future researches in the area of knowledge extraction of neural network are neural network architecture, training algorithm and network pruning, and rule extraction from trained neural networks using various techniques.
